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0. INTRODUCTION 

ASINTEDUC RWANDA (Association for integral Education) is a Non-Governmental Organization and 

member of Pan – African Union of Peace Builders (PAUPB)  

created by initiative of laureate of University of Peace in Africa (UPA). It is aimed to strive for the social 

educational values through Real Inner Power approach.  

Our Organization has done different projects in the past including “Back to school campaign” on which 

this project inspired from. 

Through our “Back to school campaign” we achieved to bring back those children at school, and we are 

animating them in group as well as their parents through Real Inner Power approach (RIP). Children’s 

group is named as “URUNGANO” and parents’ group named as “INYOBOKABUZIMA”.  

“URUNGANO” is Kinyarwanda name means “Generation with same thinking and vision” and 

“INYOBOKABUZIMA” is a name comes from a verb “kuyoboka” means “to follow” and the word 

“ubuzima” means “life”.  

“URUNGANO” are 47children from three sectors of Huye district (Huye, Ngoma and Tumba), 28 girls and 

19 boys. The youngest is six years old and he is a P2 pupil whereas the oldest is seventeen years old and 

she is a S3 student. The purpose of these groups is to raise awareness of parent and finding together the 

solutions of problems which behind children’s school dropout.  

Even if we achieved these mentioned above, we have no other to support them while the causes of their 

dropping out including poverty are still alive.  Their special needs based on school materials such as school 

fees, uniforms, shoes, school bags, notebooks and pens. In this case, the project which will be renewable 

yearly with expectation of motivating them through Supporting “URUNGANO”   to their school needs. 

ASINTEDUC RWANDA proposed this project to awaken children’s school feelings for preparedness to 

return to school to make learning relevant within them in favor of their better future. The current report, 

present the closing of project 1st edution with school materials distribution ceremony on 29th December 

2019 funded by AIC Rwanda. 
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1. EVENT ACTIVITIES 

The event was made by different activities which are: Welcoming speech by Coordinator; Urungano speech 

by Urungano representative; Inyobokabuzima speech by Parents representative; ASINTEDUC speech by 

Coordinator; Speech of Secretary Executive of Ngoma Sector on behalf of Mayor of Huye District; 

Entertainment by Urungano; Main speech by Bishop of Butare Catholic Diocese; School materials 

distribution by  ASINTEDUC and Guests; Reception and then Photos and closing.  

We are hereby presenting the event in short summary and then for more details you can visit our YouTube 

channel. (ASINTEDUC RWANDA)  

1.1. Welcoming speech 

After starting prayer, ASINTEDUC Coordinator gave a welcoming speech to all. He started by greetings 

and presentation of ASINTEDUCC RWANDA and its achieved projects which have done in previous.  He 

concluded the speech by giving a warm welcome on his behalf, and that of ASINTEDUC RWANDA as well 

as AIC Rwanda. 

1.2. Urungano speech 

The speech given by Urungano representative named MUTUYIMANA Clementine. She started by greeting 

all who attended the event in the name of other children that she lead. Thereafter, she presented their 

group that was born from ASINTEDUC’s campaign entitled “Back to school campaign” and what they 

learned from the group.  

1.3. Inyobokabuzima speech 

Within three minutes of her speech, MUKESHIMANA Epiphany who represented children’s parents, she 

witnessed the impact of ASINTEDUC RWANDA to their children in both academic and social values and 

also how they decided to gather in saving group for their children’s education.  
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1.4. ASINTEDUC speech 

Jean Paul HABINEZA a founder and coordinator of ASINTEDUC RWANDA after welcoming once again; 

He started his speech by explaining quartet life verbs and their tripling life values on which ASINTEDUC 

RWANDA is based on to strive for the social educational values: "Be” and living with, “Work” and 

partnership”, “Have” and sharing". 

He continued by expressing his gratitude in the following words:  

“I would like to express my gratitude to everryone who contributed in the establishment of ASINTEDUC 

RWANDA and those who are contributing in its progress including AIC Rwanda who funded this event. And 

those who are or may be against its progress, they are wasting their time because Almighty God stands by 

our side”.  

He continued by giving motivational advaces to the children as well as their parents. He asked the children 

to not despise the great opportunity received from AIC support and the parents to keep up their ambition of 

finding together the solutions of academic problems faced by their children by encouraging them in their 

vision through good examples. 

After ensuring good collaboration with both District and its partners; he concluded the speech by wishing 

them a happy New Year of 2020.  

1.5. Speech of Secretary Executive of Ngoma Sector on behalf of Mayor of Huye District 

He started the speech by wishing all the Mary Christmas and happy New Year and continued by 

appreciating a great journey made by ASINTEDUC Rwanda for building our nation and our future 

especially how it has taken the children and gave them another chance of studying again while they were 

scattered on the street instead of joining the school as the parent said in her testimony. In addition, he 

reminded the parents that they need to take care of their children too by saving for their children so as to 

make their future so bright. 

He confirmed that it is obvious true that Education and health are interconnecting every time because 

education without health counts nothing but on another hand health without manners and education has no 

ambition. 
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He expressed his advices to the children in the following words: 

“Dear children who are gathering here right now, you have got this opportunity of having a great partner So, 

I am going to request you something a person does good deeds because somebody else did the same to 

him. Isn’t it? A person has love because he/she received it too. A person has education because he/she 

have received it so; you are now receiving your education. You are receiving love. And you are learning to 

have mercy. Moreover, that is a great and heavy debt. A sponsor is investing a great debt in you that you 

must pay back then so, what will you payback? You will payback love because you have given it before. 

You will payback mercy, because you have given mercy. You will payback kindness because you have 

given kindness. So, our dear children let this gift be the one to guide us within our whole life and use it to 

build Rwanda that has love that has mercy that has kindness as we have trained for this”.  

Returning to parent’s testimony; He said that there will be no one who will come outside to teach children to 

love, kindness, and mercy but he/she will come to help them from what they have already started. 

After, appreciating ASINTEDUC’s channel of preaching, to building a right person consist of health, wealth, 

mind, and heart, he concluded the speech by calling everyone to contribute for  building that kind of person 

who our country deserves. 

1.6. Entertainment by “Urungano” 

The speech of Secretary Executive of Ngoma Sector on behalf of Mayor of Huye District followed by 

Rwandan traditional dance presented by “Urungano”. Their song expresses the message of begging God 

to make them like ASINTEDUC Rwanda in order to have an everlasting life as well as taking their parents, 

leaders and themselves into His hands. 

1.7. Main speech by Bishop of Butare Catholic Diocese 

The Bishop started the speech by greeting children; the parents; and also all other distinguished guests of 

the today.  

His speech based on is a Rwandan proverb saying “Kami ka muntu ni umutima we” (the kingdom of one’s 

life is his/her heart). 
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He explained the proverb by saying that we are all guided by our heart because whatever your heart needs, 

you get it no matter what! Also whatever it’s not your gut, you can’t strive for it. 

He told to the children that the event is a wonderful day because it is such day of showing the parenthoods 

of their parents and also that of others’ parents who decided to patterned with them. 

He returned back to the parents to remind them that the first thing for children is to eat and drink, but the 

best thing that their children deserve is to make them studying because if you don’t put your child in the 

school, it’s like putting him/her in a big darkroom with too many problems.  

He continued the speech by advising parents through the following words: 

 “As the executive office of Ngoma said before, first of all parents though you might expect to meet with 

different challenges in your life because some are poor while others are not. Despite all the challenges you 

need to work hard. You really need to make sure that all your children are attending the school regularly. If 

you don’t educate your children you’re not giving him/her a heritage within his life. As they said, today 

you’re going to get all these materials and it is the very sign of how much they love you and also the very 

sign of their kindness. But don’t think that such kindness or love come easily and for nothing. No, it’s like to 

tell you that you need to work hard. Let me tell you this please! Yeah it’s possible that you’ve face poverty. 

But my big secret is to tell you that you’re the one who must work hardly than someone who didn’t face the 

same issue as you did”. 

After many advises to bath parents and children; he also appreciated ASINTEDUC Rwanda for a great 

deed of gathering children together and confirmed that it is a part of the government activities as we have 

God around us to be loved by our country. 

He concluded the speech by believing that this coming year of 2020 is going to be incredible year than 

2019 and wishing all to be kept by Almighty Lord and His blessing to be on them. 

The event was concluded by school materials distribution, closing photos and reception.  
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2. RECOMMANDATIONS 

Basing on the project impact according to testimonies expressed during the event; ASINTEDUC RWANDA 

would like to present the following recommendations: 

2.1. To PAUPB 

ASINTEDUC Rwanda recommends that wherever is possible, Pan-African Union of Peace Builders may be 

a partner in all activities, trainings and holding up by continuous advocacy. 

2.2. To AIC Rwanda 

By acknowledging AIC Rwanda’s greet contribution for project funding, we suggest the next collaborations 

to succeed future editions.  

2.3. To Sponsoring organizations 

We would like to call up on all sponsoring community organizations and individuals   who are interested in 

our objectives, to get in contact with us directly for any further information, opinion, and support in favor of 

social educational changes. 
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Appendix 1: Materials distribution list 
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Appendix 2: Photos of ASINTEDUC RWANDA in previous activities 
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Appendix 3: Follow up photos 

 
 


